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ABSTRACT The next frontier of maritime networking will see the deployment of large-scale buoy-based
mesh networks, with an equal emphasis on both high-speed data transfer and energy-efficiency. One such
challenging application is the operation of maritime seismic surveys for oil/gas exploration and academic
studies. Large amounts of seismic data are generated at a rate of several Gigabits per second, by nearly
10,000–30,000 seismic sensors that are deployed on the seabed across an area of several hundred square
kilometers in offshore oceanic environments. The task of monitoring existing reservoirs and identifying
new oil and gas deposits require subsurface images of superior quality, which in turn are dependent on
high-quality data for processing. Wireless technology can unlock real-time data transfer for rapid image-
viewing, enhanced productivity, and reduced logistical costs. This interdisciplinary article outlines the chal-
lenges of marine seismic acquisition and the design of a buoy-based wireless backhaul network for high-rate
data transfer over the ocean surface. Based on off-the-shelf IEEE 802.11 systems, a standards-compliant
wireless buoy network architecture called Wi-buoy is proposed for real-time, scalable, and energy-efficient
data delivery. In order to attain optimal power conservation, a Buoy-Based Power-Saving Backhaul (B-PSB)
scheme is also proposed for specifying the operating parameters across all layers of the protocol stack.
Essential aspects of the marine propagation environment are reviewed, and the performance of the proposed
system is evaluated as a function of the antenna height, wind speed, compression ratio, and various flavors
of the IEEE 802.11 standard. Furthermore, the use of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) is analyzed
as an integral component of upcoming high-speed buoy-based networks in the maritime environment.

INDEX TERMS Wireless LAN, marine communication, power saving, access protocols, wireless backhaul.

I. INTRODUCTION
Radio-equipped buoys have long been used for naviga-
tion and environmental monitoring in offshore scenarios.
Although low-rate data transfer between buoys can be
achieved across large areas in a reliable manner, the true
potential of high-speed wireless data delivery is yet to be
realized in complex applications such as marine seismic
acquisition.

Oil and gas are vital necessities for the sustenance of
the global economy. With the proliferation of devices and
machines that are dependent on these resources, seismic sur-
veys have been witnessing an increase in the survey area
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along with the density of seismic sensor nodes such as geo-
phones and hydrophones [1]. Given that 71% of the Earth’s
surface is covered by water bodies, maritime seismic surveys
are frequently conducted by various geophysical services
companies for identifying new oil and gas deposits. Apart
from seismic exploration, maritime surveys also help monitor
and characterize existing reservoirs. In recent years, ocean
bottom seismic (OBS) acquisition has emerged as a superior
source of high-quality data [2], where ocean bottom cables
(OBCs) equipped with seismic sensors are laid directly on
the seabed. Current implementations require the use of a
dedicated recording vessel that is connected to the OBCs,
albeit at a high cost and support for small-scale surveys
alone. A more economical and scalable approach involves
the use of anchored source bouys (SBs) that are attached to
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the OBCs [1]. Uncompressed seismic data is then manually
transferred from each of the buoys at the end of the survey,
at the sacrifice of real-time data processing capability.

The application of wireless buoy networks in OBS acqui-
sition has received little attention, where a few works [3], [4]
have provided solutions for the delivery of small amounts of
quality-control (QC) information and not the entirety of the
seismic dataset in real-time. This arises from the fact that
unlike typical low-rate sensor networks, data is generated
at a rate of several Gigabits per second across an area of
150 − 300 km2 [5], [6]! Moreover, a description of the
specific protocol and any power-saving mechanism has not
been provided in [3], [4]. Although several wireless systems
have already been proposed for onshore land-based seismic
acquisition [6]–[8], there continues to be a dearth of wireless
technology that can achieve real-time high-quality seismic
data delivery in marine OBS acquisition systems.

Several additional approaches, outside the domain of
marine seismic acquisition, are of considerable interest as
well. A review of maritime networking is provided in [9],
[10] from the perspective of the upper layers of the proto-
col stack. Experimental results are provided in [11], [12],
where the former work considers a coastal scenario, while
the latter work has taken into account the impact of wind
speeds on long-range communication. An energy-efficient
system based on satellites, UAVs, and terrestrial base stations
was studied in [13], that is geared towards 6G coverage for
maritime communications near the coastline. Along similar
lines, although 4G or 5G networks are attractive options, their
licensed nature limit their use in seismic surveys, as opposed
to unlicensed technologies such as IEEE 802.11 or Ultra-
Wideband [3], [6]–[8]. Low power wide area networks offer
a promising solution in terms of the power consumption and
range, but cannot support high-rate data transfer.

While current literature has extensively analyzed the fea-
sibility of long-range marine communication, along with
energy-harvesting capabilities, sufficient emphasis has not
been laid on conserving power in such buoy-based mesh
networks. Furthermore, there is a dearth of analysis on the
interplay between achieving high data rates, effective power-
saving, and low latency in large-scale maritime surveys.

With the above motivation in mind, this article provides an
overview of a challenging yet relevant application of marine
seismic acquisition, and the related nature of the maritime
propagation channel. A primary contribution of this arti-
cle is a wireless buoy network architecture called Wi-Buoy
that can achieve real-time, high-rate, and energy-efficient
marine data acquisition, via Radio Frequency (RF) commu-
nication links over the ocean surface. The use of recently
proposed technologies such as Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs) [14] are also evaluated and incorporated
into Wi-Buoy. The proposed architecture is compliant with
the IEEE 802.11 standard and can be augmented by the Buoy-
Based Power Saving Backhaul (B-PSB) scheme to attain opti-
mal power conservation performance through a cross-layer
design. The IEEE 802.11 protocol suite is an ideal choice

given its unlicensed nature, low cost, high data rate capability,
and widespread availability of off-the-shelf hardware. Fur-
thermore, a standards-compliant solution promotes simpler
and economical deployment.

Various resource allocation problems are formulated and
solved to minimize the total power consumption under a
latency constraint, including modifications to the backhaul
scheme proposed in our previous work for onshore seismic
surveys [15]. These enhancements in the B-PSB scheme
include incorporating the routing aspect at the network layer,
co-channel interference (CCI) mitigation approaches, the use
of external nodes such as AUVs, and the impact of the
marine propagation environment. The efficacy of Wi-Buoy
is illustrated through a performance evaluation over multiple
unlicensed frequency bands using protocols such as IEEE
802.11af, 802.11n, 802.11ax, and 802.11ad. The overall
power conservation performance is also evaluated in terms of
the antenna height and Sea State Codes (SSCs), as prescribed
by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) [16]. The
concepts described in this article can be applied to var-
ious other maritime applications and create new research
opportunities.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
topic of marine seismic acquisition and the related sys-
tem requirements are reviewed in Section II. The proposed
Wi-Buoy architecture is described in Section III, which com-
prises a detailed analytical model on the basis of which the
B-PSB scheme is developed. The operation of AUVs and
their compatibility with Wi-Buoy is also discussed. Lastly,
a comprehensive performance evaluation is conducted in
Section IV, following which the findings are summarized in
the conclusion in Section V.

II. MARINE SEISMIC ACQUISITION
As shown in Fig. 1, a seismic vessel (SV) is a large ship
that tows an array of air guns across the survey area. Air
guns are mechanical devices capable of generating seismic
signals, termed as a sweep. The seismic signals are reflected
by subsurface layers and subsequently recorded by seismic
sensors. The entire set of recorded data is aggregated at the
SV and processed to generate an image of the subsurface.
Conventional systems employ the use of streamers wherein
a string of hydrophones are towed by the SV alongside the
air guns. However, the azimuth angle is very limited and
hydrophones can only capture the acoustic wavefield com-
ponent. Furthermore, ghost reflections [1] are encountered
at the ocean surface, which mandates the need for additional
processing to eliminate the resultant interference.

These drawbacks can be overcome via the use of OBS
acquisition [2], wherein OBCs are deployed directly on the
seabed and 4-component (4C) sensors (comprising a 3C
geophone and a hydrophone) are used to record both the
acoustic and elastic wavefield components for obtaining
high-quality images of the subsurface. The use of OBCs
also enables 4D acquisition wherein the same survey area is
repeatedly mapped over a period of time, thereby enabling
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FIGURE 1. A seismic vessel (SV) is a specialized ship equipped with
various types of equipment required for the acquisition process, and is
typically 100 m in length with a crew size of 30-50 members [1].

preemptive acquisition by predicting the movement of sub-
terranean deposits.

To ensure high-quality depth imaging, nearly
10,000–30,000 sensors are expected to be deployed over
areas as large as 150-300 km2 in OBS acquisition [5].
A sweep typically lasts for a duration of 8-12 s, called the
sweep length. At the end of the sweep, the sensors record data
for a duration of 4-6 s, known as the listen time. Meanwhile,
the SV ‘moves-up’ to the next point where a sweep will be
conducted, for a duration of 8-10 s, called the move-up time.
As shown in Fig. 2, the sweep, listen, and move-up operations
are repeated sequentially across the survey area. Given seis-
mic acquisition requirements, an orthogonal deployment is
considered where 4C sensors are positioned linearly along an
OBC to form aReceiver Line (RL) [6], as shown in Fig. 3. The
SVmoves along Source Lines (SLs), which are perpendicular
to the RLs.

AUVs are touted to become an important component of
marine OBS acquisition systems in the future. A group of
AUVs, each towing a string of hydrophones, can be operated
at a certain depth to record low-noise data as compared to
conventional streamers [14]. Although AUVs cannot capture
the elastic wavefield component, they can complement OBS
acquisition systems by enabling flexible receiver topologies.
AUVs can also approach the seabed and collect data from
standalone ocean bottom nodes (OBNs) [1] and gather QC
data pertaining to any oil pipes or other related infrastructure.

A. WIRELESS NETWORK REQUIREMENTS FOR MARINE
SEISMIC ACQUISITION
The following system requirements are influenced by both
aspects of wireless networking and marine seismic acquisi-
tion.
• Real-Time Data Delivery: A desirable feature would be
to receive all the recorded seismic data at the SV in real-
time (by the end of the subsequent sweep cycle). With
a sophisticated on-board processing system, the crew
can get a first-hand look at the seismic images without

FIGURE 2. An illustration of single-fleet operation where the SV
sequentially sweeps across the survey area [6].

having to wait for prolonged periods to analyze the
seismic traces. Real-time acquisition at the SV can
enable scenarios where a group of AUVs is guided to
a desired location and depth [14] to re-sweep a specific
region and generate seismic images of enhanced quality.
Additionally, real-time QC data can help detect faulty
equipment and inspect the battery life of the sensors,
the recording parameters, and most importantly the seis-
mic background noise [1]. Proactively applying seis-
mic noise-suppression techniques can eliminate the need
for re-sweeping which in turn provides a phenomenal
improvement in the surveying efficiency.

• High-Throughput:Given a sampling frequency of 2 kHz
and a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter, a 4C sensor
would generate data at a rate of 192 Kbps. Although the
data rate per sensor may seem insignificant, the aggre-
gate data rate at the SV lies in the range of 0.3−2 Gbps.
Hence, the wireless system must be able to sustain
Gigabit-rate data transfer in order to achieve real-time
data delivery.

• Low Power Consumption: Energy-efficient schemes are
vital to extending the operational life of the buoys, as the
duration of maritime surveys may stretch over several
weeks.

• Scalability: By establishing coverage across large sur-
vey areas with minimal number of buoys, a scalable
solution can reduce the overall cost and complexity of
the system.

• Open Standard: Utilizing commercial off-the-shelf
hardware over unlicensed bands can facilitate reduced
costs, market penetration, and ease of deployment.

• Support for New Technologies: The proposed wireless
network architecture must support diverse seismic tech-
nologies such as AUVs [14] and continue to achieve
real-time data delivery.

• Data compression: Seismic data compression is a
key enabling technology in large-scale surveys [17].
Lossy and lossless compression have both been ana-
lyzed in seismic acquisition with compression ratios of
up to 60.

• Natural conditions: Maritime surveys are conducted
during favourable weather conditions such as low wind
speeds andwave heights. Roughweather not only affects
the quality of the seismic data but also hampers the
movement of the SV. Furthermore, the survey is halted
when the presence of any animals (that depend on
acoustic communication) is detected within the survey
area [1], [5].
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III. WI-BUOY: AN ENERGY-AWARE SOLUTION FOR
MARINE ACQUISITION VIA WIRELESS BUOYS
Firstly, the unique propagation environment, that occurs in
maritime seismic surveys, is reviewed in subsection III-A.
The topology and specifics of the proposedWi-Buoy architec-
ture are then described in subsection III-B, following which
two distinct components of the architecture are analyzed in
the remainder of the section.

A. PROPAGATION OVER THE SEA SURFACE
Various experimental characterizations of the wireless chan-
nel inmultiple frequency bands formaritime communications
have shown that large-scale fading effects are captured well
by the two-ray propagationmodel, and small-scale fading due
to diffuse multipath components such as wave motion can be
characterized by the Rician distributionR(s, σ ) [18]–[23]. For
a noise-limited system, the outage probability due to Rician
fading is given by [24]

pRiout = 1− QM

(
s
σ
,
Pr − Rxmin

σ

)
(1)

where QM (•, •) denotes the Marcum Q-function, Pr denotes
the received power, and Rxmin denotes the minimum receiver
sensitivity.

A Line-of-Sight (LoS) link between adjacent buoys may
be obstructed by tall waves due to wind effects, particu-
larly when low antenna heights are employed for logistical
purposes. Analytical expressions for the probability of LoS
were derived in [25] on the basis of the antenna height
and wave action. It is seen that an antenna height of at
least 1 m is required to yield LoS links under moderate
conditions entailing wind speeds of up to 20 kmph. Given
that the probability of a NLoS link due to wave blockage
is denoted by pWout , the overall outage probability can be
expressed as

pout = 1−
(
1− pRiout

) (
1− pWout

)
(2)

A unique phenomenon that is particularly common near
the equator is the occurrence of evaporation and surface
ducts [26]. These ducts provide the advantageous feature of
trapping the radiation energy and extending the transmission
range beyond the horizon over several tens of kilometers.
However, it was shown in [26] that such a range exten-
sion is only achievable in the case of small grazing angles,
failing which most of the radiated energy is refracted into
the atmosphere. With a trapping beamwidth of less than 1◦,
the received power would be highly attenuated, particularly
when theweather conditions (such as temperature and humid-
ity) are erratic and the duct height fluctuates across the survey
area. Overall, establishing reliable beyond-the-horizon com-
munication through atmospheric ducts is highly contingent
upon tight beamforming and prolonged duct stability, both of
which may be inconceivable in large-scale maritime seismic
surveys.

B. A MESH NETWORK OF WIRELESS BUOYS
In addition to the above shortcomings of duct-based com-
munication, the duration of a seismic survey can range from
a few days to several weeks, and the network architecture
cannot always rely on the presence of a duct to facilitate
long-range data transfer directly between the SBs and the
SV. Hence, Wi-Buoy presents a flat mesh architecture of
additional relay buoys (RBs), as shown in Fig. 3, for providing
coverage across the survey area. Each RB can be equipped
with up to three radios to facilitate simultaneous reception
and transmission over unique channels.

Referring to Fig. 3, the topology with respect to the SBs
and SV is determined a-priori as per geophysical require-
ments [1]. In this study, a very large-scale survey is consid-
ered across an area of 30 × 10 square kilometers. The SBs
are positioned every 200 m on one end of the survey over
a length of 10 km. Each SB controls an OBC comprising a
total of 600 sensors that are positioned in intervals of 50 m
along the RL over a length of 30 km, resulting in a total
of 30,000 sensors. The only mobile node in the network is
the SV that sweeps across the survey area at a speed of
4.5–5 knots (≈ 10 kmph). It is important to note that once
the OBCs are deployed on the seabed, the SBs are effectively
anchored and fixed to the OBCs for the duration of the survey.
Meanwhile, the anchoring of the RBs is more flexible in the
sense that they may be deployed at any position across the
survey area.

While translational motion of the buoys is effectively
constrained by anchoring, the same cannot be easily
achieved for rotational motion. Hence, it would be prefer-
able to utilize omnidirectional antennas, as opposed to
a mechanically-controlled directional approach suggested
in [3]. Alternatively, the use of phased arrays with electron-
ically steerable beams is a far more attractive option for
establishing directional links, provided that the form factor
of the array is sufficiently small. The RBs can be arranged
in a hexagonal tessellating pattern for compact coverage
and to reduce the total number of devices. However, even
a hexagonal topology cannot nullify the impact of CCI in
a mesh network, where a worst-case signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) of−7 dB is observed under the effect
of a two-ray propagation model with 4-cell reuse. One way to
eliminate the impact of CCI is to exploit the curvature of the
Earth and ensure that the co-channel cells are located beyond
the horizon. Given an antenna height of h, the geometrical dis-
tance to the horizon is given by

√
2Reh, where Re ≈ 6370 km

is the mean radius of the Earth. Hence, the cell radius R,
considering 4-cell reuse, would have to lie in the following
range. √

Reh
6
< R ≤

√
2Reh
3

(3)

C. ACQUISITION FROM THE SOURCE BUOYS
As shown in Fig. 3, a number of SBs that are within the com-
munication range of the nearest RB can be grouped together
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FIGURE 3. Proposed Wi-Buoy architecture: OBCs are attached to SBs floating on the surface, that transfer their data to the
nearest RB using a TDMA-based approach. The data is then subsequently relayed by the RBs to the SV using the B-PSB scheme.
Occasionally, AUVs may resurface and transfer their data in conjunction with the B-PSB scheme.

to transfer data over a common channel. The default channel
access scheme provided by the IEEE 802.11 standard is the
EnhancedDistribution Channel Access (EDCA) scheme [27],
based on carrier sense multiple access with collision avoid-
ance (CSMA/CA) along with a binary exponential backoff.
In the presence of a large number of SBs, the contention
process is exacerbated which in turn leads to an increased
number of retransmissions and inefficient use of time and
power resources.

To remedy this problem, a time division multiple
access (TDMA) approach is proposed for deterministic chan-
nel access, that can nullify the effect of collisions and promote
enhanced power conservation. For instance, a schedule can
be broadcasted by the RB, comprising information about
the time slot durations allocated to each of the SBs, using
which an SB may transfer data during its allocated time
slot and enter sleep mode for the remaining frame duration.
A guard duration can also be included between adjacent time
slots to account for any radio wake-up, hardware delays,
and synchronization offsets. An optimization framework is
developed in the following subsections to compute the time
slot values, such that the total power consumption of the SBs
is minimized.

In this paper, we consider a TDMA approach that
can be implemented over the EDCA scheme in a
standards-compliant manner by enforcing functionality at
the application layer [28]–[30]. The same concept can be
applied to channel reservation for inter-RB communication
as well. Alternatively, some recent works regarding mesh
networking in 802.11 are of interest [27], [31], [32]. As per

theMesh Coordination Function Controlled Channel Access
(MCCA) scheme [27], periodic channel reservations can be
made at the MAC layer, via the transmission of Delivery
Traffic Indication Map (DTIM) beacons. These reservations
are of a common duration and offset with respect to the start of
the periodic time interval. Analytical models were developed
in [31], [32] for the choice of the reservation parameters as a
function of the required quality-of-service.

For the seismic data acquisition system under considera-
tion, the deterministic nature of traffic being generated by the
geophones, implies that the channel reservation scheme can
be deterministic as well. Hence, by imposing a TDMA-based
reservation scheme from the application layer, the need for
periodic DTIM beacon transmissions between the buoys can
be eliminated, along with the associated time and energy
costs. Furthermore, the MCCA-based model is susceptible
to interference from hidden nodes and lacks the flexibility
of having unique time offsets for the reserved durations in
a given interval, thereby preventing design opportunities for
CCI mitigation (such as in Section III-D3). Lastly, an upper-
layer-based reservation scheme can be implemented using
widely available commercial off-the shelf hardware (typically
employing the EDCA scheme) in a simpler and more eco-
nomical manner.

1) AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR THE ACQUISITION TIME
AND POWER CONSUMPTION
Before delving into the details of the optimization prob-
lem, analytical formulations for the acquisition time and
power consumption are derived. In particular, the use
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FIGURE 4. A Semi-Markov process representing TCP data transfer over
the IEEE 802.11 EDCA with frame aggregation [15].

of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) over the IEEE
802.11 Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC)
layers with frame aggregation is considered.

Frame aggregation is a technique utilized by the IEEE
802.11 standard to aggregate several payload segments into a
single frame and boost the overall data rate by eliminating the
recurrence of overhead [27]. At the MAC layer, data blocks
are encapsulated to form MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs)
that are aggregated to form an Aggregate MSDU (A-MSDU).
Multiple such A-MSDUs can in turn be aggregated to form
an Aggregate MPDU (A-MPDU) which is passed to the
PHY layer for transmission. The number of MSDUs that
are aggregated into the final payload can be defined as the
aggregation length. Following the A-MPDU frame, a Block
Acknowledgement Request (BAR) is sent by the transmitter,
in response to which a Block Acknowledgement (BA) is sent
back by the receiver. The BA contains a bitmap corresponding
to thoseMPDUs that have failed reception, and would require
retransmission.

For each transmission under EDCA, a backoff counter
is drawn uniformly from the interval [0,CW − 1], where
CW denotes the contention window size, and CW ∈

[CWmin,CWmax]. Initially, the value of CW is set to CWmin,
following which it is doubled up to a maximum ofM retrans-
missions (when it attains the value of CWmax). After a suc-
cessful transmission is made, the value of CW is reset to
CWmin.
As shown in Fig. 4, a semi-Markov process [33] is used

to represent the transmission of a TCP payload segment

(denoted by P) and up toM 802.11 retransmissions (denoted
by P − Rm, 1 ≤ m ≤ M ) along with the subsequent
802.11 acknowledgements (denoted byP−A andP−Rm−A).
This is followed by the TCP acknowledgement (denoted by
ACK ) and its associated 802.11 retransmissions and acknowl-
edgements. The packet error probability pS is a function of
the packet size corresponding to state S and the SINR. In this
analysis, the TCP congestion window is configured to match
the value of the aggregation length, implying that packet col-
lisions would not occur (since the TCP payload segment and
acknowledgement would be sequentially transmitted back
and forth). Hence, by assuming that there are no TCP time-
outs and delayed TCP acknowledgements, the nature of pS
is determined by the perceived SINR alone since there are no
collisions that are introduced as part of the contention process
between any two communicating buoys.

Considering the states pertaining to the TCP payload seg-
ment, an expression for pP can be formulated as the probabil-
ity of all the A-MSDUs (within the A-MPDU) and the BAR
being transmitted successfully.

pP = 1−

(1− BER)SBAR ×

NA-MS∏
i=1

(1−BER)Si,A-MS

 (6)

pA = 1− (1− BER)SBA (7)

where the various notations are listed in Table 1. An expres-
sion for pACK can be derived along similar lines.
For the l th link, define the notation φl , [Kl, ηl], where

Kl and ηl denote the aggregation length and the Modu-
lation and Coding Scheme (MCS) index respectively. The
corresponding transmit power is denoted by ϒl . Following
the analysis in [15], and incorporating the impact of the
marine propagation environment, an expression is derived for
tl,d (φl), the time required by the l th link for a single success-
ful exchange of a TCP payload segment and its associated
acknowledgement. Additionally, retransmissions at both the
MAC and transport layers are accounted for.

tl,d (φl)
= tPl,d (φl)+ t

ACK
l,d (φl) (8)

tPl,d (φl)

=

(
1

1− pout

)
×

(
1

1− pP,A-MS

)
×

(
πP

TP(φl)
−

πP−RM

TP−RM (φl)
−

πP−RM−A

TP−RM−A(φl)

)−1
(9)

Ptx =
tPl,d
tl,d

∑
s′∈SP

πs′Es′,tx
Ts′

+

∑
s′∈SP−A

πs′Es′,rx
Ts′

+ tACKl,d

tl,d

 ∑
s′∈SACK

πs′Es′,rx
Ts′

+

∑
s′∈SACK−A

πs′Es′,tx
Ts′

 (4)

Prx =
tPl,d
tl,d

∑
s′∈SP

πs′Es′,rx
Ts′

+

∑
s′∈SP−A

πs′Es′,tx
Ts′

+ tACKl,d

tl,d

 ∑
s′∈SACK

πs′Es′,tx
Ts′

+

∑
s′∈SACK−A

πs′Es′,rx
Ts′

 (5)
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TABLE 1. List of notations.

tACKl,d (φl)

=

(
1

1− pout

)
×

(
1

1− pACK ,A-MS

)
×

(
πACK

TACK (φl)
−

πACK−RM

TACK−RM (φl)
−

πACK−RM−A

TACK−RM−A(φl)

)−1
(10)

where πS represents the proportion of time that the
semi-Markov process spends in state S. The value of πS
is given by the weighted average of the steady-state prob-
abilities, with the weights being the duration spent in each
state [33]. The factor 1/(1 − pout ) accounts for the mean
number of packets that are successfully transmitted under
the impact of Rician fading and wave action. Similarly,
the terms comprising the packet error probabilities, pP,A-MS
and pACK ,A-MS, account for the mean number of A-MSDUs
that are successfully received within an A-MPDU. Lastly,
expressions for the power consumption in transmit (Ptx) and
receive (Prx) modes are given in (4) and (5), as shown at the
bottom of the previous page, respectively.

2) AN OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR POWER
CONSERVATION AT THE SBs
With the above formulations in place, the following opti-
mization framework is derived to minimize the total power
consumption for a given cell of radius R, comprising an
RB and a total of L SBs. As per the value of R, the l th

SB can be assigned a maximum MCS index ηl such that
the value of pRiout in (1) does not exceed a given threshold
pout,th. In order to boost the performance of all SBs that are
encumbered by a shared channel for data delivery to a single
common RB, the transmit power and aggregation length are
set to the maximum allowable values (denoted by ϒmax and
Kmax respectively). Hence, a linear optimization problem is
expressed as follows.

minimize
[τ1, τ2, ··· , τL ]

L∑
l=1

Ptx(ηl) · τl + Psl ·

C − τgd −
L∑

m=1
m6=l

τl


(11)

τl

0(ηl)
≥ dmin ≥ Q (12)

C =
L∑
l=1

(τl + τgd ) (13)

where τl is the time slot duration allocated to the l th SB, τgd is
the guard interval between adjacent slots, and Psl denotes the
power consumed during sleep mode. Constraint (12) ensures
that a minimum number of data packets (including quality
control information Q) is transmitted by all the SBs. For a
given MCS index, the data transmission time grows linearly
with the aggregation length [15] i.e., tl,d (φl) = 0(ηl) · Kl .
Hence, the ratio τl/0(ηl) represents the mean number of
successfully delivered data packets that is mandated to be
at least dmin. Lastly, constraint (13) ensures that the sum of
all the time slot durations, along with their associated guard
intervals, is equal to the total cycle length C.

D. BUOY-BASED POWER-SAVING BACKHAUL (B-PSB)
SCHEME
The preceding subsection dealt with a power-optimal
approach for acquiring data from multiple SBs at the nearest
RB. The collected data would have to be relayed through a
mesh network of RBs towards the SV in an energy-efficient
manner as well. The proposed B-PSB scheme accounts for
the various challenges introduced by all layers of the proto-
col stack, and yields optimal operating values for the total
number of required RBs, the transmit power and MCS index
at the PHY layer, the aggregation length at the MAC layer,
routing paths at the network layer, and the TCP congestion
window size at the transport layer.

At its very core, the proposed B-PSB scheme employs
a duty-cycling mechanism at each of the inter-RB links,
as shown in Fig. 3. Each radio interface alternates between
a short duration of bursty data transfer (either in transmit or
receive mode) and a prolonged duration of sleep (where the
transceiver is switched off) to conserve power while buffering
incoming packets. Hence, the power consumed by the l th link
can be expressed as

Pl =
2γsl(tl,sl − tminsl )+ 2γidletminsl + γd (θ l)tl,d (φl)

tl,sl + tl,d (φl)
(14)

where tsl denotes the sleep duration, which is lower-bounded
by tminsl to account for the wake-up duration imposed by
IEEE 802.11 chipsets [34]. The terms γsl , γidle, and γd (θ l)
denote the power consumed in the sleep, idle, and active
modes respectively, where the definition θ l , [ϒl, ηl,Kl]
is introduced for ease of notation. The value of γd is simply
given by the sum of Ptx and Prx in (4)-(5).

1) LATENCY ANALYSIS
Concepts from queuing theory are employed in analysing the
impact of tsl on the latency and power consumption associ-
ated with each of the inter-RB links. Let the arrival and ser-
vice rate of packets over the l th link be denoted by λl and µl
respectively. Since an A-MPDU is transmitted only once Kl
packets have been buffered, the minimum batch size is given
by Kl . Furthermore, the aggregated packets are transmitted
in batches of size Kl as well. Hence, the transmission queue
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at a node can be represented by a D/D[Kl ]/1 batch service
model1 [33].
To maintain queue stability, the service rate at a node must

exceed the arrival rate of packets.

µl =
Kl

tl,sl + tl,d (φl)
> λl (15)

For any given θ l , the value of Pl as given by (14) monoton-
ically decreases with an increase in tl,sl , since ∂Pl/∂tl,sl <
0, ∀ tl,sl > 0. Hence, minimum power consumption is
achieved when the value of tl,sl is set to the largest value
possible while maintaining queue stability.

tl,sl(φl) =
Kl
λl
− tl,d (φl)− δ (16)

where an arbitrarily small constant, δ, is introduced to satisfy
(15). In the case of IEEE 802.11 systems, the value of δ can be
set to the slot time which is the smallest standard-prescribed
granularity in time.

The overall latency at the SV is given by the sum of the
contributions of each of the constituent links that make up
a given path. Considering a D/D[Kl ]/1 queue with µl > λl ,
there is no queuing delay. Hence, the latency is solely given by
the end-to-end transmission delay. For a given path denoted
by P , the maximum latency LP at the SV can be expressed
as

LP =
∑
l∈P

(
Kl
λl
− δ

)
(17)

2) ROUTING ACROSS THE RBs
An additional aspect that was not studied in [15] is the choice
of the routing paths, since static routing is well-suited for
an onshore seismic survey, where the use of vibroseis trucks
leads to the frequent occurrence of obstructions. In the case
of a maritime survey, the problem of determining the routing
paths across the mesh of RBs should be integrated into the
problem formulation as well. The expression for Pl can be
rewritten by substituting the value of tl,sl from (16) into (14).

Pl = 2γsl +
2(γidle − γsl)tminsl λl

Kl − λlδ

+
(γd (θ l)− 2γsl)tl,d (φl)λl

Kl − λlδ
(18)

As derived in Appendix V, it can be shown that the
power consumption of a link monotonically increases with
λl . Hence, the routing aspect can be incorporated in the
form of a modified load-balancing problem, wherein some
of the RBs may be altogether removed. The deterministic
traversal pattern of the SV can also be exploited to compute
the optimal routes a-priori and store them across the network
as an offline solution. For instance, the SV can periodically

1Given the deterministic and static nature of traffic in seismic surveying
applications, it suffices to consider a D/D[Kl ]/1 model for analysis. However,
in the case of adaptive data compression, for example, a more generalized
G/D[Kl ]/1 batch service model must be considered for analysis.

flood the network with its location information or through the
Automatic Identification System (AIS) [18]. On the basis of
the SV location, a pre-computed offline route can be selected
by each of the RBs. The proposed approach is viable since
the SV moves at a very slow pace, and can even appear to be
static from the perspective of a buoy that is several kilometers
away.

3) CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
With regards to the aspect of co-channel interference, the cell
radius R may not be large enough to satisfy the condition
in (3), so that the co-channel cells are located beyond the
horizon. However, the impact of CCI can still be mitigated
in such a scenario by exploiting the deterministic nature of
traffic generated in seismic acquisition. As shown in Fig. 5,
the data transmission periods in overlapping cells can be
preemptively offset in the time domain. To ensure continued
queue stability, the total sum of the data transmission periods
must not exceed the minimum of the sleep periods across the
co-channel cells. With reference to the l th link, let Il denote
the set of co-channel cells. Then, the necessary condition can
be expressed as

N∑
l′∈Il

tl′,d (φl′ ) < min
{
tl′′,sl

}
∀ l ′′ ∈ Il (19)

4) AN OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR POWER
CONSERVATION AT THE RBs
Based on the foregoing discussion, the following mixed-
integer optimization problem is formulated with the objective
of minimizing the sum power consumption of the network.
For a given cell radius R, the total number of RBs required
to provide coverage across the survey area can be found
as per the topology described in Section III-B. A common
value for the transmit power ϒ and the MCS index η can be
applied to all the inter-RB links to create a tractable problem,
since a uniform hexagonal topology is employed across the
survey area. Corresponding to each of the source RBs (that
acquire data from the SBs), the following objective function is
defined in (20), whereP is defined as amaster set of candidate
paths.

minimize
[ϒ, η, K1 ··· K|P|, u1 ··· u|P|]∑

P∈P

∑
l∈P

uPPl (20)

tl,sl(φl) ≥ tminsl ∀ l (21)

LP ≤ Lmax (22)

0(η)
∑
l′∈Il

Kl′ <
Kl′′

λl′′
− δ ∀ l and l ′′ ∈ Il (23)

ϒmin ≤ ϒ ≤ ϒmax (24)

ηmin ≤ η ≤ ηmax (25)

1 ≤ Kl ≤ Kmax ∀ l (26)

ϒ, η, K ∈ Z ∀ l (27)
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FIGURE 5. Circumventing an overlap in the data transmission periods
through a preemptive time offset, in order to prevent co-channel
interference.

uP ∈ {0, 1} ∀ P ∈ P (28)∑
P∈P

uP = 1 (29)

Constraint (21) imposes a minimum sleep duration, and
implicitly ensures a stable queue through (15). Real-time
acquisition is mandated by constraint (22) through an
upper-bound on the latency (Lmax), as perceived by the SV.
Deriving from (19), constraint (23) ensures CCI-free opera-
tion. Lastly, the operating ranges for the decision variables
are specified in (24)-(29). The binary decision variable uP
is introduced to model the choice of a single optimal path
towards the SV.

The optimization problem in (20) is highly non-linear and
non-convex. In order to yield a tractable problem, the inter-
dependencies between the RBs can be eliminated by relaxing
the latency constraint in (22) and setting Kl = Kmax , ∀ l.
A primary motivation for this relaxation is that the aggrega-
tion length is an adaptable parameter at the MAC layer, while
it would be inconceivable to modify the number and topology
of RBs on a frequent basis. Hence, the associated PHY-layer
parameters such as R, η, and ϒ can remain fixed for the
duration of the survey, while the aggregation length can be
adaptively tuned to meet the latency constraint at the SV.

As described in Algorithm 1, a linear optimization program
can be rapidly solved to obtain optimal and offline values for
the routing paths, R, η, and ϒ . Note that an offline set of
solutions are obtained for each position (or destination hop)
that the SV assumes during the course of the survey. A latency
constraint can then be reinstated to formulate the following
convex minimization problem.

minimize[
K1 ··· K|P̂|

] ∑
l∈P̂

Pl (30)

tl,sl(Kl, η̂l) ≥ tminsl ∀ l (31)∑
l∈P̂

(
Kl
λl
− δ

)
≤ Lmax (32)

0(η̂)
∑
l′∈Il

Kl′ ≤
Kl′′

λl′′
−δ ∀ l and l ′′∈Il (33)

where P̂ and η̂ denote the optimal solution for the routing
path and MCS index respectively, as given by Algorithm 1.
Through the use of a numerical approximation technique

Algorithm 1 Computation of Offline Parameters for the RBs
1: Define Ptotal to be the total power consumption (cost

function)
2: Define a set S comprising all candidate positions of the

SV
3: Initialize Kl ← Kmax ∀ l
4: for s ∈ S do
5: Initialize Pmin←∞
6: for η ∈ [ηmin, ηmax] do
7: Initialize ϒ ← ϒmax
8: Solve for maximum value of R s.t. pRiout < pout,th
9: while pRiout > pout,th do

10: ϒ ← ϒ − ε

11: end while
12: (Ptotal,P)← Solution of relaxed version of (20)
13: if Ptotal < Pmin then
14: Pmin← Ptotal
15: P̂ ← P
16: R̂← R
17: η̂← η

18: ϒ̂ ← ϒ

19: end if
20: end for
21: Store offline solution set corresponding to the sth posi-

tion of the SV
22: end for

in [15], the power consumption for a given link Pl was
shown to be convex ∀ Kl ∈ [1,Kmax]. Hence, the objective
function in (30) is convex. Based on the latency requirement
(Lmax) at the SV, the optimal aggregation lengths can be
found by solving (30) using standard convex optimization
methods [35], [36].

Overall, on the basis of the aforementioned cross-layer
optimization framework, the proposed B-PSB scheme
can minimize the total power consumption of the entire
buoy-based backhaul network under a latency constraint.
A key requirement for accurate operation of the B-PSB
scheme is tight synchronization across all the RBs. This can
be effectively achieved through the use of a navigation system
that is nevertheless required for supporting the use of AUVs.

E. INTEGRATING AUTONOMOUS UNMANNED VEHICLES
Autonomous Unmanned Vehicles (AUVs) will serve as a
vital component of marine OBS acquisition systems in the
future. AUVs can be seamlessly integrated withWi-Buoy and
the B-PSB scheme. All RBs and the SV can be equipped
with acoustic modems and navigation systems for facilitating
AUV operation. Underwater acoustic communications for
AUVs has been extensively analyzed in literature [37]. Given
that data rates of only up to 30 Kbps can be achieved, real-
time delivery of the recorded data cannot be sustained over
such acoustic communication links. Hence, anAUVwill have
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FIGURE 6. Resurfacing of the head-AUV.

to resurface and transfer all the recorded seismic data over a
wireless (RF) link.

An illustration of such a resurfacing scheme is provided
in Fig. 6. A round-robin approach can be employed to select a
‘head-AUV’ that first acquires data from the other AUVs via
acoustic communication, and then resurfaces to transfer the
amalgamated data to an RB (or the SV). During the ascent and
descent of the head-AUV, the remaining AUVs can continue
to record seismic data and prepare for the next resurfacing
event. The head-AUV may also be chosen on the basis of the
remaining amount of battery resources.

During its ascent, the head-AUV can be informed about
the duty cycle and the channel being utilized by the RBs
in a given cell. Accordingly, the head-AUV may decide to
operate on an orthogonal duty cycle (in a TDMA-like man-
ner) or operate as per the standards-prescribed CSMA/CA
scheme when there is an overlap in the transmission duration.
In Fig. 7a, a TDMA approach is favourable when the sleep
duration of the RBs is much larger than the data transmission
period. Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 7b, if the sleep period
is of insufficient duration or a lower latency (for the AUV
data) is demanded by the crew, the head-AUV may transmit
using CSMA/CA.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The sweep length, listen time, and move-up time durations
are taken to be 8 s, 6 s, and 10 s respectively, resulting in a
total cycle time of 18 s. Given that the SV moves at a speed
of around 5 knots (≈ 10 kmph), a sweep would be conducted
every 50 m which is in line with standard seismic acquisition
methods [1]. The antenna height at the SV is taken to be 20m,
and 4-cell reuse is considered across the survey area.

The ns-3 simulator is used for performance evaluation,
and analytical solutions for the resource allocation problems

FIGURE 7. Two approaches to handling an AUV resurfacing event: (a) The
AUV operates on an orthogonal duty cycle in a TDMA fashion. (b) When
an overlap between transmissions is inevitable (due to a high arrival rate
at the RBs), channel access can default to the EDCA scheme.

were obtained using MATLAB. A performance comparison
is made between various versions of the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard, each operating over a unique unlicensed range of fre-
quencies. These include the 802.11af (television white space
bands in 50-700 MHz), 802.11n (2.4 GHz bands), 802.11ax
(5 GHz bands), and 802.11ad (60 GHz bands) standards,
whose operating parameters have been listed under Table 2.
The above standards have also been listed in increasing order
of channel widths and PHY-layer data rates. As described
in Section III-A, for the aforementioned frequency bands
under consideration, large-scale fading effects are captured
well by the two-ray model, and small-scale fading effects can
be modelled by the Rician distribution [18]–[23]. In the case
of IEEE 802.11ad, an additional atmospheric absorption loss
of 17 dB/km is taken into account [15]. The IEEE 802.11ad
standard is also reliant on the use of beamforming for opti-
mizing the link budget, through periodic beam alignment
via the use of phased arrays. The minimum required bit
error rate is set to 10−7, and the outage probability threshold
pout,th = 10−5. Lastly, the power consumption parameters
have been derived from [6], [38], [39].

A. SIMULATION RESULTS
The efficacy of the Wi-Buoy architecture is shown in Fig. 8,
where a comparison is made between the power-optimized
scenario (under the B-PSB scheme) and the classical scenario
(no sleep duration is imposed on the buoys). Considering
an antenna height of 1 m, under calm weather conditions,
and Lmax = 22 s (data being acquired by the end of
the subsequent sweep), it is seen that a reduction of nearly
81 − 92% of the total power consumption can be achieved.
Note that the presence (or absence) of a data point indicates
whether real-time acquisition can (or cannot) be sustained
at the given compression ratio. Additionally, the proposed
analytical model is shown to be very effective, where the
dashed curves (analysis) closely follow the trend of the solid
curves (simulation).

A primary observation is that higher data rates lead to
more effective power conservation under the B-PSB scheme.
The 802.11ad standard can conserve the most amount of
power, wherein the impact of Gigabit data transfer rates
(implying a prolonged sleep duration) outweighs the short-
comings of a power-hungry chipset, and real-time acquisition
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TABLE 2. List of simulation parameters.

FIGURE 8. Performance gains achieved by the B-PSB scheme, along with a comparison between analysis and simulation.

can be achieved even with uncompressed data (compression
ratio of 1). In stark contrast, the 802.11af standard operates
at a much higher power consumption and can only sus-
tain real-time acquisition at a compression ratio of 60. The
802.11n and 802.11ax standards attain intermediate perfor-
mance, with a minimum required compression ratio of 20 and
10 respectively.

The total power consumption and average power consump-
tion per RB are plotted in Fig. 9, for antenna heights of 1 m
(Fig. 9a-9b) and 1.5 m (Fig. 9c-9d) as a function of the
compression ratio. Each data point has been marked with the
MCS index (Fig. 9a,9c) and the number of RBs (Fig. 9b,9d).
With increasing values of the compression ratio, there is a
decrease in the MCS index and the number of RBs, and
consequently the total power consumption. This arises from
the fact that the power savings obtained from a reduction of
the number of RBs outweighs the marginal increase in power
consumption introduced by the use of a lower MCS index.
This also provides an explanation for an abrupt increase in
the average power consumption per RB, which occurs when
the compression ratio transitions from 25 to 30 (11n) and
from 35 to 40 (11ax) in Fig. 9b, and from 20 to 25 (11n)

in Fig. 9d. Furthermore, with reference to Fig. 9a and 9c,
the use of a taller antenna height of 1.5 m can reduce the total
power consumption as a result of operating at a higher MCS
index and by reducing the total number of RBs. However,
taller antenna heights present logistical challenges in terms
of the buoy dimensions and weight.

When small values for the compression ratio (≤ 10) are
desired by the crew, the use of higher data rates via the
IEEE 802.11ad standard is imperative to effective power
conservation and real-time acquisition. However, if the data
quality requirements are not as stringent (compression ratio
≥ 30), an increase in the data rate provides diminishing
returns on the average power consumption, which is the sole
parameter that determines the operating time of the RBs (until
recharging is required). In such a scenario, it may be feasible
to employ the use of the 802.11n or 802.11ax standards as
well, albeit with a higher number of RBs.

The impact of a stricter latency constraint, wind speed, and
antenna height, on the total power consumption is illustrated
in Fig. 10. The value of Lmax is set to 4 s to impose a stricter
latency constraint such that the data is acquired by the end of
the current sweep. A comparison between Fig. 8a and Fig. 10a
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FIGURE 9. Power consumption performance of the proposed Wi-Buoy architecture.

shows that more power is consumed as a result of a lower
latency requirement, since the duration of sleep is reduced.
It can also be seen that the IEEE 802.11af standard cannot
meet the lower latency requirement, even at a compression
ratio of 60.

As described in [16], three Sea State Codes (SSCs) are
considered – Smooth (wind speed of 9 kmph), Slight (wind
speed of 16 kmph), and Moderate (wind speed of 35 kmph).
For an antenna height of 1 m, the variation in the total power
consumption, as a function of the SSCs, can be seen through
Fig. 10a-10c. Overall, an increase in the wind speed leads
to a larger value for pout , resulting in a higher acquisition
time in (8). This in turn reduces the maximum achievable
sleep duration in (16) and the resultant power conservation
performance. In particular, the latency requirement cannot be
met at compression ratios of 10 (802.11ax) and 20 (802.11n)
in the case of slight andmoderate SSCs. For an antenna height
of 1.5 m, the overall power consumption remains relatively
unaffected (a marginal increase of 1−2%), implying that the
impact of wind speed can be effectively tackled via the use of
taller antenna heights.

A performance analysis is presented in Fig. 11 for an
AUV-resurfacing event based on the use of IEEE 802.11ax
with an antenna height of 1.5 m. A group of 25 AUVs is
considered with each AUV towing a streamer of eight 4C sen-
sors. The head AUV is polled to resurface every 30 minutes,
which is equivalent to the cycle length of around 100 sweeps.
The average power consumption is shown for three scenarios,
where the upper plot represents a cell adjacent to the SBs
(low arrival rate), the middle plot represents a cell in the
central region of survey area (moderate arrival rate), and the
bottom plot represents the final cell comprising the SV (very
high arrival rate). Naturally, the power consumption increases
from top to bottom, due to an increase in the arrival rate
which in turn yields a shorter sleep duration at the RBs. For
the most part, the TDMA-based approach works well and
the head-AUV can resurface without introducing additional
interference and preventing any increase in the power con-
sumption of the RBs. After resurfacing, the latency in receiv-
ing the AUV data is also minimal, with a value lesser than
0.4 s. However, for a compression ratio in the range of 10–25,
CSMA/CA has to be applied in the high-rate cell, which leads
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FIGURE 10. Power consumption performance as a function of the wind speed and the antenna height.

FIGURE 11. Data collection from an AUV in conjunction with the B-PSB
scheme.

to a sudden increase in the power consumed. Although such
a resurfacing event would occur only once every 100 sweeps
and the overhead in terms of the power consumption may be
deemed negligible, it would be preferable for the head-AUV
to resurface in a cell having a low arrival rate of packets at the
RBs.

V. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive overview is offered on marine seismic
acquisition and the requirements imposed by a wireless
buoy-based network architecture. Despite a data genera-
tion rate of several Gigabits per second, the proposed

Wi-buoy architecture can sustain real-time data delivery in
an energy-efficient, scalable, and standards-compliant man-
ner. A cross-layer optimization approach is incorporated into
the B-PSB scheme, that minimizes the total power con-
sumption and enhances the operational life of the survey.
A performance comparison between various versions of the
IEEE 802.11 standard reveals that high-rate protocols such
as 802.11ad are necessary for the delivery of uncompressed
seismic data, while the 802.11n and 802.11ax standards
exhibit reasonable performance when a compression ratio
of 30 or greater can be tolerated. The impact of wind speed
and antenna height on the performance of Wi-Buoy has been
studied as well. AUVs can be integrated into the Wi-buoy
architecture where it is seen that low latency operation can
be conducted in cells having a low arrival rate of packets.
Overall, this article provides the foundational framework for
upcoming wireless marine seismic systems and other related
data-intensive applications in the maritime environment.

APPENDIX
The second and third terms of the expression for Pl in (18)
can be written in the form

f (λl) =
αλl

Kl − λlδ
(34)

where α > 0, since γd � γidle > γsl . Taking the first
derivative of f (λl) with respect to λl ,

∂f (λl)
∂λl

=
αKl

(Kl − λlδ)2
> 0 (35)
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Since ∂f (λl )
∂λl

> 0, ∀λl > 0, it can be inferred that Pl
monotonically increases with λl .
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